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NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE FORECAST
Today:
Mostly cloudy with 50% chance of
showers. Highs In the low 50s. A
30% chance of rain tonight, with
lows In the low 30s.

====:::::;:::::::::::::=:::~==~=~""':~~::::::::::~~:::::::::::~--

Extended:
Mostly cloudy Saturday. Highs In
the low 50s Saturday through
Monday. Chance of showers
Monday and Tuesday. Weekend
lows In the 30s.

Stroup answers

J

lawsuit's claims
By DAN DIPIAZZO
Editor in Chief

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

Star Searcher
A member of the band Sa~er Brown perform• at a UCB-aponaored concert Tu.lday night In Lovett
Auditorium. The country-weatem band waa the1984 vocal group champion on Star s ..rch.

Responding to charges
made against ~er and the
Board of Regents in a lawsuit
filed by two professors,
President Kala M. Stroup said
faculty and staff were
consulted for over a year
before their insurance benefits
package was changed.
Drs. John Taylor and Dick
Usher, both professors of
elementary and secondary
education, filed the class•
action suit last week in
Calloway County Circuit
Court accusing Stroup and the
Board of breach of contract
ov-.~aurance situation.
The professors maintain
that medical and life
insurance benefits were cut
without proper consultation
with faculty andstaff. The suit
charges the Board with breach
of contract for making the
benefits changes effective in

the middle of a contract year.
The Board passed the new
insurance package at itll Nov.
3 meilting and it became
effective Jan. I of this year.
"The cost-containment
measures were necessary to·
maintain the plan," the
president said. "They really
can't say faculty and staff
weren't involved."
The University's Insurance
and Benefits Committee,
made up of faculty and staff,
was involved formally in the
revision of the plan since the
fall of 1983, she said, and
several faculty and staff
members were consulted
before that.
"The package we adopted
was the one recommened by
that committee. It's one group
of faculty disagreeing with
another group of faculty and

....

See STROUP
Page3

Racers drop tournament opener
The men's basketball team bowed
out of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament Thursday night, losing
t o Middle Tennessee S t ate
University, 63-60.
It was more of the same story for
the Racers, as mental mistake& and
missed free throws caused MSU to
lose a five point lead in the last five
minutes of the Kame. MSU led 59-54
before a tumover and three missed
free tbrowa enabled Middle to tie the
ecore at 6().6(1.

For reltt.tftl•tory,
aeePqe19
The Blue Raiders took the lead,
62-60, on two free throwa by forward
James Jolpteon, following yet
another t~over by the Racers.
MSUhad onelutebancetotiethe
1ame but a shot by junior forward
Chuck Glau would not fall.
The pme etarted mueh as it
ended for the Racers. Middle jumped
out to an early 13-4 lead. Senior
forwud Vacla Martin kept MSU in
the game, ICOriq the team's fitst
ten pointa.
The rest of the Racers then began
to connect and the team slowly

started a comeback. JUnior forward
Owen Bronston c apped the
comeback with a three-point play
which included a powerful slam
dunk. MSU held a four point lead a t
the halftime break, 38-34.
The Blue Raiders mounted a
comeback early in the aecond half
and took a 47-40 lead with 11
minute& to play.
The RaCM~ra did snap back to ecore
aeven unanswered pointe and take
the lead at 53-47 before miatakee at
the end coet them the win.
Martin led the Racen in acorine
with 21 pointa. l5 ofthoee in the tint
half. Senior parci Craig Talley
added 15 pointe in the loaina cauee.
Guard Kim Coobey led Middle
Tenneuee with 21 pointe.
In other tournament play,
Younptown beat Morehead, 79-74,
and Eaatern Kentucky topped
Auatin Peay, 75-66.
The aeuon may -not be over for
MSU. The Rac:era etill have chance
at extending the ~t-aeaaon if they
are invited to play in the National
Invitational Tournament. NIT
invitations will be extended March

10.
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brief~ 1University travel money
NEws
I~.....__ _______ put to good use-Outland
Last day to drop

The last day to drop 16 week classes with a W-no penalty is
March8.

Scholarship deadlines
Today is application deadline for Alumni. Assoc!a~on
scholarships. Students who apply for Al~na Assoc1a~on
scholarships are also considered for Foundation scholarsh1ps.
Foundation scholarship deadline is Aprill.

Service award
The College of Education is accepting nof!iina?ons throu~h
March 15 for the Donald B. Hunter Distinguished Serv1ce
Award.
d h' ·
A nominee must be a student who has shown lea ere . 1p m
social activities dealing with people on .the c.ampus a~d ~ the
region. The student must also be a seruor Wlth ~ mBJor m the
College of Education with a cumulative grade-pomt average of
at least 3.0.
.
Those who wish to submit nominations may rece1ve
nomination forms from Aline McClure in Room 104, Wells Hall.

Business Course
A course titled "Human Relations in Business" will be offered
by the Center for Continuing Education on Monday evenings for
:-!x weeks March 18-April 29.
'T'he course is scheduled from 6 to 8:30p.m. in Room 454 South
.he Business Building. It is designed to help the manager,
~t:'-retary , small business owner or otherindividuals understand
the principles of human relations in dealing with self, peers,
subordinates and superiors.

Jesse Stuart Wo rkshops
Journalism/ non-fiction, poetry and science fictio.a ' furlt;;sy
will be the three areas of study in the 15th annual.J£si-l<' St\ art
Writing Workshop June 6-9.
Dr. Kent Forrester, professor of English an~ ~or~shop
director said three instructors who have dtsbnguashed
themsel~es by their professional success as writers will make up
the workshop faculty.

Parking problems
MSU will host the regional highschool basketball tournament
for Region 1 on March 4-9 and 11·12. .
.
Parking in the area of Racer Arena Wlll be handled m the same
fashion as regular MSU home basketball games.
The Public Safety Department recognizes that visitors to the
tournament will "park out of pocket" and is willing to make
allowances for those who are inconvenienced in the area of the
arena the following morning.

~y

B•••y Hlckll'lll

By DEAN COSSIBOOM

Assistant News Editor
With $537,160 alloca~ for
travel this year, buamesa
office director Charles
Outland said cost is not a
major factor when considering
the University benefits.
The amount repreaenta 1.3
percentofthetotal$41,814,856
University budget.
"Half a million dollars looks.
like a lot of mone~," Otttland
said "but when you tiP. it bArk
~... th',. total budJtet n · ~ not
V~"V mu('h "
tie seL 27.6 Pf'l'Cent of the
'""""' budl{et is spent on
atniPtlC travel, 13.5 percent on
student teacher supervision
and extended campus
instt'Uction, 5.6 percent on
debate and music programs,
5.1 percent on student
recruiting, 4.8 percent on
faculty recruiting and 1
percent on training and
speakers bureau.
Outland said the remaining
funds are spent on
professional
and
administrative travel. Travel
expense files for 1983-84
indicate it is not unusual for
such trips to cost thousandll of
dollars.
"In doing your job there are
certain organizations · you
should belong to and
participate in," he said. "A
major portion of faculty travel
is professional in nature ~d
seen in the academ1c
community as a must."

Outland said all University
travel is regulated by
Kentucky Administrative
Regulation 200, which sets
a n d
p r oc e d ur es
reimbursement maximums.
He said certain amounts are
setformealsregardlesaofcoet
and all other expenaes are
reimbuned according to
actual col'lt.
He said most travel gets
prior approval through a
request form that must be
signed by the department
chairman, and that most
travel is also approved by the
college dean.
"People ask for things that
benefit them and the jobs they
are doing," Outland said. "It's
easy to tell which trips are
justified."
Outland explained
individuals must pay 100
percent of costa and then tum
in travel vouchers and
required receipts.
"Very little professional
travel is totally paid for by the
university," he said. "There
are not enough funds
appropriated to reimburse
them for the entire costa."
Outland said because of
shortages of travel funds, four
or five faculty members will
share a car and drive all night,
JtO to sessions all day and then

drive back in order to save
costa of lodging. "That's how
important it is to go to these
meetings," he said, "and how
badly they want to go."
He said probably very few
trips are taken for purposes
not related to the University.
"I'm sure there are people who
have succeeded in doing that,
but I think travel abuse is
relativelY minor."
Outlandsaidtheonlywayto '
get illegal reimbursements
would be to manipulate bills.
"It could be done, but you
would probably have to bribe
someone to do it and then you
wouldn't be ahead. There just
ian 't enough money involved. I
think our I088e8 from travel
are negligible."
He said that despite any
cost, travel is almost always
beneficial to the University. "I
assume that there is always
some sort of cost·benefit
consideration on all trips
taken."
"In spite of what people
think travel may not be an
expense," Outland said.
"What faculty and staff
members gain on trips may
generate money for the
University. Or they may learn
methodsofsavingmoney. You
always derive more benefit
than the trip costa."

GOVERNM ENT JOBS.

1'-' I t 1 HUe v'OU CAN Blt't"
JF..f.PS FOR $44
THRO UG H THE U .S

$15,000 · $50 , 000 / yr
possible. All occupation!..
Call 1-805·687·6000 Ext. R·
5641 to find out how.

very Saturday and
E
Sunday in March,
your choice of a

Roast Beef Sandwich,
Hot Ham'N' Cheesen.
Sandwich, or Big
Deluxen. Burger...

99$
NO COUPON NECESSARY
Offer good during regular
lunch and dinner bours
only at participating

Hardee's Restaurants.
Limit 3 per customer.
Not good with any
other orrer.

"Just as a lark, I Invited the entire Roman
Empire to our party .. • but It looks like
they've declined."

......._

CAll 1 ~12·742·1142Ext.25.e;o

9WWeekend Treat

only

,_

GOVERNMEN17
GET TH E FACTS TODAY'

..
Stroup---

~

Continued from Page 1

'
8 R 0 T H E R PH I L L I P
SANDERS, Selem, werns
studentsof thelrslnsMondey.
He and two other Pentecostel
prNchen spoke to crowds
beneeth the pedestrian bridge
over Chestnut StrNt end then
from the empltheeter In front
of Ellubeth Hell.
Photo by ROY MOBLEY

Pentecostal preacher says
U,niversity is ungodly .place
Sanders was on campus
with two other Pentecostal
preachers, Loyd Shuecraft,
Assistant News Editor
Salem, and Max Lynch,
Terre Hautt:, Ind. Shuecraft is
Students taunted and also pastor of a church in
argued with three Pentecostal Salem. Lynch preaches on
preachers "warning the college campuses across the
campus of its sins" in front of United States on a full-time
basis.
Elizabeth Hall Monday.
"We always gain a good
crowd," Sanders said." A good
Phillip Sanders, who is reaction is when the people are
ppqr,...r 0f a church in Salem receptive to the word of God."
said. "God told me and
"We were told by campus
showea me in his word that security to leave, so we went to
this campus is ungodly."
the streets,'' Sanders said. The
By DEAN COSSIBOOM

group preached from the
sidewalk along Chestnut
Street to students listening on
the pedestrian bridge.
"Then God created a
miracle," said Sanders, "and
they told us we could go up
there."
University public safety
officer Lindo Riley said the
public safety department
thought it would be better to let
them on campus than to create
a traffic hazard.
" We had trouble with one
man (transient preacher) last
yea r ," Riley said. "He

wouldn't do what we asked
him. He wouldn't even take the
permit we offered him."
He explained t hat the
preachers would be allowed on
campus only for a limited time.
"It's state property and they
don't have a permit, If they
don't leave, we'll have to
threaten them with jail.
Making them leave is never
fun."
At5 p.m. the three preachers
left campus without resistance
at the order of public safety.
Lynch said he will be back
Monday.

staff," Stroup said.
To the charge of breach of
• contract based on the timing
of the insurance coverage
revisions, Stroup said the
benefits change was
necessary at that time for at
least a couple of reasons. .
First, she said, the
insurance package must be
rebid on the calendar year, not
on the contract year which
begins in July. Furthermore, if
the benefits were changed in
the middle of the calendar
year, employees would have
trouble figuring their income
tax.
"It is to their advantage to
be under one plan for the
year," Stroup said. "I think I
would potentially have as
many people upset if we
changed it in the middle ofthe
year.
"The (employment} contract
involves no specific benefits,"
the president continued. With
this year's contracts, she said,
there was also a notice that
insurance benefits woUld
likely be changed.
Stroup said she has not met
with the..Board to discuss the
lawsuit, a lthough she has
spoken to Regents Chairman
Richard Frymire about the
situation and has provided all
the regents with background
information on the insurance
program .
.. I don't expect anyone to
like cost-containment," she
said, "but to imply that we did
it overnight, and that faculty
and staff weren't involved, is
erroneous."
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Dropping mid-terms
wi II make Iife easier
Midterm grades are on their way
out. Perhaps that means it is also
time to get rid of the mandatory
midterm test that automatically
preceeds the grade.
Teachers are applauding
because now they need only report
D and E grades, which eliminates a
great deal of the work they
previously did.
Students have displayed mixed
feelings: Some are upset because
they won't have some evidence to
mail
home to prove their efforts to
\

Dan Dlpluzo

sceptical parents; others are
relieved because they felt the grade
was given too early in the course.
We commend the University's
Academic Council for their efforts
to abolish the mid-semester
reports. In the final analysis, we
believe any students who like the
midterm grades as a way of letting
them or their parents know how
they're doing in a class will
appreciate more the extra time it
will give their instructors in
preparing for class.

Editor in Chief

Orville Hemdon
Business Manager

Kirsten Rytgaard
Viewpoint Editor

Bill B8f'tleman
Adviser

NO NEWS IS GOOD NEWS

FEEDBACK
)

SGA inconsistent
To the Editor:
This is written in response to the
SGA's sudden drive to exercise
democracy.
The SGA seems to have overloooked
the fact that students under the age of
21 are pr<1h1hiwd fn1m h't~'ing alcohol.
This mean1-1 r
<~tudPrt lS here at
Murray S tltt, ···11! ml.v he ablt' to
purchase :JI•·nL,J. ~t urm~ their senior
year.
Howewr ,ifthedrinkinlo{ lnwsarenot
enforced now, will the ones regarding
age be enforced after the vote? Not only
would the student population find it
easier to get alcohol, but so would the
area underage youth.
Should the students even have the

right to decide for the community
whether it is wet or dry?
The students are deciding an issue
that will affect the lives of citizens and
children of Murray, while the students
will only be affected their senior year.
Apparently, students feel that their
one year of drinking is .more important
than the well-being of the community.
If the SGA is so concerned with
keeping consistency between the laws
and their enforcement, why is nothing
doneaboutlifein the dorms. It seems to
be the accepted standard to overlook
the sneaking of members of the
opposite sex into the dorm after
visitation hours, alcohol and drugs in
the room, and other offenses

qualifying for a write-up, which holds
no value as a disciplinary action. RAs
seem to overlook anything as long as
the offense is not perpetrated openly,
causing a disturbance or otherwise
drawing attention.
If the SGA wants to promote
consistency in enforcement, perhaps it

should start here on campus. Or
perhaps, the SGA should start by
looking at its own actions for they also
seem to be inconsistent.
Bill Emmerling
FreAhman
Elizabethtown

The Murray State News is an official publication of Murray State University
published weekly on Fridays ex~ept during eummer and holidays. It is produced by a
staff supervised by adviser Bill Bartleman.
Letters to the editor should be submitted no later than 5 p.m. Monday prior to Friday's
publication. Letters should be sirned by the author and include phone number,
classification and address.
Changes of address and other items concerning mailing should be sent to the Director
of Alumni Affairs, 420 Sparks Hall, Murray, Ky. 42071

Roommate etiquette: keep it in mind
It is nice to have somebody
to share expenses with. It's
nice to have somebody nearby
to confide in; on whose
shoulder you can always cry,
and who can bring home a box
of oats when you yourself
forgot it at the grocery
But it is not as much fun
when roommates grow too
U8ed to each other and grow
less considerate . The
roommate is reduced from
being .an inruViduaJ to an
institution, a person who is
simply there to pay his share.
We all realize that people's
backgrounds vary. But often it
is assumed that people's
lifestyles are universal when
we move in together. When
students move in together whether it be on campus or off
- they may expect different
things from this cohabitation
but they seldom discuss the
unwritten "rules" which guide
their individual lives.
I have had several
roommates through my
college career. It taught me

.....

~ -~

- ...

something about living under
the same roof with someone
who wouldn't be part of my life
for very long, as opposed to
parents and siblings.
In every case I and my
roommate were both desperate
because of limited funds and
we didn't know each other
before we moved in together. I
was told that it helped
immensely when the
prospective roommates know
each other beforehand.
However, I have heard as
many statements which refuse
this argument because it is
quite a different story when
you actually have to live
together than when you are
just friends. I think we are
maybe a little more curtious
when we don't know the new
roommate.
Nomatterifitisa new or old
friendship, though, after a
while we bend the rules a little.
Maybe our good intentions are
too time-consuming to keep up
or we grow so used to the
roommate that we think he
will put up with anything.

Kirsten
Rytgaard
In many cases the
roommate will.
But students complain all
the time about inconsideration
on the part of their roommates.
At home, our parents are there
to enforce "laws" which may
seem unfair to us sometimes,
but which make life smoother.
When we move away and have
to share room(s) with
somebody else, we have to be
the refs, too.
Ground rules need to be
established in cases dealing
for instance with conflicting
study schedules where the two
never can syncronize their
study time and TV viewing or
radio listening.
Or people are staying over
for either studying purposes or
for sheer visitation when the

roommate need his privacy,
perhaps just to sleep! When a
student has to stay out half the
night just to give his
roommate time to do his thing
(whatever it may be) in the
room, it has gone too far.
Also food sharing policies
are often left untouched until
one person has eaten the
banana which broke the
camel's back. A problem can
also arise when a person
expects his roommate always
to be there for him when he
needs companionship.
The best thing to do is to sit
down one of the first couple of
days and make a listof"vices"
and "virtues" that one person
would like the other to respect.
A brainstorm could surface a11
topics which one might be
sensitive toward. If grievances
with previous roommates are
recognized before they
happen, nobody will be
embarressed to remind the
other that he is breaking the
rules.
If the situation is already in
progress, as could be the case

'this far into the semester,
people should realize that they
are hurting the relationship
with their roommate more by
keeping their gripes to
themselves.
We are always so afraid of
stepping on toes and hurting
feelings if it isn't a matter of
life and death! But all the
suppressed feelings create
tension which students
shouldn't have to deal with on
top of homework and other
school·related obstacles.
Roommates must try to
remain sensitive to the other
person. It is not too hard to see,
when things arc out of their
normal cycle, that it may
influence the roommate, for
better or for worse. And then it
is time to communicate.
Remember, this capabiity is
even more important in a
marriage, so start learning!
Kirsten Ryt.gaard, a senior from
Copenhagen, Denmark, is the
viewpoint editor of The Murray
State News.
,
~
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Students earn credit in Belize
By DONNA FORD

Copylcltor

For three weeu in January,
14 MSU atudenta gained
teaching experience and
earned collere credit in Belize,
Central America.
The program, which ia
aimed at teacher education
atudente, waa formed by Dr.
Garth Petrie , director,
Division of Adminiatration
and Supervision.
Petrie,. who baa visited the
country several timea, had
been interested in forming an
international program with
Belize for five yeara. He
received no reaponae until
April1983, after the National
Council for Creditation of
Teacher Education evaluated
the teacher training program
atMSU.
NCATE found that the main
weakneaa in the teacher
education program waa a lack
ofglobal concept. Students are
not a w Rre. of other culturea
"'"d the problema of poor

r .' OplP

Since Belize ia an emwnely
poor country, made up of
Spanish. Blacb and Mayan
Indiana, it seemed to be an
anawer to this problem, Petrie
eaid.
Petrie aaid, ''Most of our
people who go into teacher
education have never been
faced with the aituation that
they were in the minority, or
experienced a problem with
communication in another
language."

Kani Spencer, gradua te
student, Brookport, m..taught
fifth grade children in Belize.
She said, "It put. a different
perapective on thinp when
you're the one who ia beinr
looked at, and you're the one
who ia beinr talked about. It
really makee you feel kind of
amall."
Belinda Gooch, aenior,
Tiptonville, Tenn., taurht a
fourth grade clua. She aaid,
"There was no way that I
could prepare myeelf for the
shock when I walked in and«
children were staring at me
with bir, dark, bi'OWD eyee,
and all spea)dnc Spanish.''
Gooch said abe wondered

Booth says Belcast
has much to offer
Murray State Univenity'a
continued contact with
Belcaat College(Belize College
of Arts, Science and
Technology), in the Centra)
American country of Belize,
baa emU. POMibllitiea ..
well aa a ''hidden agenda,"
according to Dr. J'un Booth,
vice pneident of academic
affaire.
Booth met with th e
academic vice president and
the dean of education at
Belcut
durina hia
Jan. 10 to 16 viait to Belize,
which coincided with a
student teacher program trip
to that country. He &aid the
etrtabliahment of faculty and
student exchanre can be
beneficial for both countriea.
The beneftta betrin with an
exposure of MSU atudente to a
"multiculture," Booth said. He
said Belize hat eeveral
cultures and mixtures of
cultures, an atmosphere that
ia very hard to provide for
studentS in Western Kentucky.
Belize, he said, providee a rich
experience for any .tudent
able to go.
MSU would not be the only
one to benefit, however. Booth

eou.,e

what ahe wu gettiq henelf
~ sttbetitut4td fo'l a
than the white, mi4dle-claea
into, but now, abe laid, 'Tm teacher who had been because, ahe said, "We can
glad I got myeelf into it."
teaching for 12 yeara. She laid undentand where they are
Thoqb Spaniah ill apoken the teacher waa very coming from wheD they come
in Belize, Eqliah ia taurht in appreciative of the materiala to ua not knowing how to read,
the echoola. ''The real key to and teaching methods that being slow, being anable to
tbia buaineaa," Petrie laid, "ia abe brought. L~ Hid, "One comprehend the lanpage.
that it offers an international day after I had ftniahed a
Other atudenta 'Who went to
program and it offers it in lesaon, my teacher said,
Eqliab."
'Jennifer, you don't reali:u Belize 8l'8: Cheetah Babb,
Jennifer Lynn, who taurht that you're etiD goinf to be in · aenior, Benton; J ulie BOyd,
aixth rraders in Belize, aaid, this cla aaroom after you senior, Caruthersville, Mo.;
Diane Cherry, aeniOI', P4arion;
"That'• one advantage thoae leave.'"
children have that children in
In Belize, the atudel)ta lived Molly HiD, junior, Mayfield;
the United Statee don 't with Beliziaft familiea. Lynn Emmy Krempuky, senior ,
they're bilingual."
said the Belisian people are Pad ucah; Dana Lemon ,
Lynn, graduate atudent, very -loving an d not junior, Mayfield; Vicky Linzy,
Warren , Ohio, aaid that materialiatic. Sh e said that aenior, Hazel ; Laurie
~mmunication waa probably
family and friends are the McKinney, aenior, Calvert
the leaat of their problema in most important thinga in their City; Tracy Murphy, senior,
Paducah; Deborah Stamps,
teaching. She aaid the hardeet livee.
Spencer said the program senior, Buchanan, Tenn., and
thift8 to acijuat to wu the lack
of materials. There weren't will help prepare them in Suaan Reynolds, graduate
enourh boob to go around dealing with children other student, Benton.
and all the leuona were
written on the board for the
children to copy.
Are You Interested In a Career In
Petrie eaid they took
materiala to Belize but they
International Bualneu?
didn't take enough. He laid
the teachers have to buy
pencils, chalk and crayons
Meet Internatio nal Buslneaa leaders in
(which aell for about $4 in
1 ravel - Study Progr•m•
Belize), and the children have
SUMMER SEMINAR #3
to buy their own boob.
Gooch aaid they left all the
Ju!le 13- July 10, 1985
material• there and many of
the atudenta are atill sending
VISIT LUNOON, B~USSELS, ,...ARIS,
thing• to Belize.
DIJON NICE, MILAN, GENEVA
Lynn laid the teachera in
Belize ro to collere for four
EARN 3 CREDIT HOUHS
years after the eirhth rrade.
She aaid their college ia
Dr. Gary Brockway
equivalent to our high achool
CHtpt. of Mgmt. a Mkt.
and they etart teaching when
401 Buaineea Bldg.
they are about 1.7 or 18.
782-8202

laid with a fed8f&l rrant the
University would like to do
eome manpower and economic
needs asaeumenta. WOI'Idq
with private enterpri8e and
the rovemmen~ he Aid. a
- - of trainiJW ~
eould be aet ap to cJevelop
induatry and teehnolOIY in
Belize.
Booth said the "hidden
agenda" in MSU ' e
involvement with Belcaat ia
"impact throacb edicat:ion.''
He laid with all the problema
in Central America, Belize
remains a ltrona'hold for the
WNt, and·particularly for the
United States. Booth Mid ibia
relationship ie a very
important one becauae
Central Amna ia critical to
the future of the U.S.
· "We may be jut a 81Dall
Univeraity, bat we bow we
can have an impact," Booth
said. He explained tba& tbr ,_~=~~--
development of a m11iaalb
beneficial program bet:ww
MSU and Belcut can help
keep the U .8.-Belile
relationahip good. "It's not
often you have an opportunity
like that," Booth said.

Try our convenient drive-thru!

This
Week's
Special

Large Ham!::>urger
Fries
Med. Drink $1.99
exp. 3-7

Chestnut St.

T J's Bar-8-Q

We're
Looking
For You!

COUPON

~Murray Home & Auto

Come Join the 1986 SHIELD Staff

Vavollne·10W40 Motor 011

$10 perc8se
with coupon

753·0045

The SHIELD Is taking appUcatlons for the
i 986 yearbookstaf. Come by the SHIELD
oftlce In the old student center and pick
up an application toctayt Applications
are due March 8.
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WILSON HALL during renovatlon •..The renovation Ia expected to be complete In mid-July.

Wilson Hall's renovation
may be completed early
'

By DEAN COSSIBOOM

refmished with a marble sand
in light tan instead of red."

Assistant News Editor

Most of the original wood
has been retained, including
the banisters on the staircases
and the trim around the
chalkboards.
Pavelonis said the east and
west entrances 'will be moved
Tal Fannin, physical plant flush and the front entrance
director, said the problem is an will be restored to original
unexpecteddelayin the receipt architectural s tyle of the
of cabinetry and lighting building.
equipment.
A new awning will be
" But there will be no installed over each of two
problem making the projected north exits. "They will be tan
completion date," he said. with blue and gold trim and a
"What we are shooting for is to blue and gold shield," he said.
get in before classes start next
"Everything is in tan, gray
fall."
and naturals," Pa velonis said.
Fannin said the project was " There will be no bold, sharp
30 percent complete by Feb. 1, colors. It will be very subtle
and without further delays with nothing to show that the
Wilson Hall may be ready by building was restored in
1985."
mid or late July.
Despite problems revealed
in a recent progress meeting,
Wilson Hall renovation should
be completed well ahead of the
original Sept. 7 deadline.

H e s aid unexp ec ted
expenses have also increased
costs for the project by
approximately $1000 t o
$1,307,000. This is still well
below the original architect
estimate of$1 ,397,000,hesaid.

entrances and a new room as
part of the Shield yearbook
offices.
Geosciences will be located
on the first and second floors
on the west side of the
building. Pavelonis said
geosciences will have new
white, semi · adjusta ble
drafting tables, white lamps
and tan floor coverings.

The first and second floon
on the east side of the building
are for the journalism/ radiO"
television department. He said
they will include a large news
room with new light oak desks
and seating and light-colored
carpet tiles.

" For a building that size,"
The j o urnalism/ radio·
Fannin said, " unexpected television department will
expenditures have not been also have a new darkroom
much ."
: with rotating doors at two
George Pavelonis, physical
plant interior designer, said
the renovation is progressing
quickly. "It's unreal," he said.
"It's what they call fast-track
planning. I think we're
looking at six months."

..I
I ATTENTION ALL MSU STUDENTS:
I
NEED TYPING DONE?
I
I
Will do any kind of typing: resumes.
I
cover letters, term papers. theses. etc.
: WORK GUARANTEED
MSU ALUMNA
1
Skilled In major term paper styles ·
1
(Including APA and Turabian)
: Clip and present this coupon fo r a discount.
I

Judy's Typing Service

L--------- ·-------

Cosmetology by LaDora
Hairdresset : P·tulette Wilferd
C at& Style•
Men $5
Women $ 10

Pavelonis said th e
renovation will give Wilson
Hall a definite change in ·
appearance. " It won't be a
dungeon anymore. Think light
and think bright. Think of
adequate lighting, which we
have never had there."
"The most exciting thing
about walking into the
building will be the white
ceilings," he said. " The
corridors will be lighted by
perimeter indirect lighting
which will give a soft but
bright light. The walls are
completely refurbished."
"It will have a softer feel,"
Pavelonia said. " All the
classrooms will be carpeted.
The stairc ase is being

Perme$25

The speech and theatre
department will be on the third
floor. "The third floor will
offer a multi -purpose
classroom complex," he said.
"One room will have 69 seat
capacity and a mobile stage
for speakers. Another room
will have 48 chair capacity
and a permanent teaching
stage.
"The speech and theatre
classrooms will have special
lighting and capabilities for
sound control," Pavelonis
said.
Fannin said other changes
will include new restrooms
and an elevator offering
handicapped access to all
three floors. " It was a 1925
building and nothing had ever
been done to it," he said.
" These were the special
touches w~ gave it so that it
will be more than just a
renovated Wilson Hall."
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Middle East authOrities
find Kentucky receptive
By DANNIE PRATHER
Staff Writer

Kentuckians are among
those most receptive to Arabs
according to two authorities
on the Middle East who spoke
at a press conference Monday
in the Commonwealth Room
of the Currie Center.
Dr. Laraine Carter and Jean
R . Abi -Nader spoke to
memben of the community
and the campus this week aa
part of an educational
conference conducted by the
Univenity and the Council on
U.S./ Arab Relations.
Carter, who has been the
economic and cultural attache
for the American Emb888y in
Bahrain, said, "Southerners
are more at home in the Middle
East." She also said because of
the reputation of dignity,
courtesy and the history of
religious enthusiam, Arabs
are more receptive to people
from the South.
Abi-Nader has served as
Executive Director of the
National Association of ArabAmericans for more than ten

yeara. He said U nivemty and
community leaders in Murray
offe .r ed much more
aophistication than other
cities who might not be willing
to endorse the kind of program
that took place this week.
Abi-Nader blamed the
media for a miaundentanding
of the Middle East countries.
He aaid newapapera and
television put more emphaaia
on the bad instead of the i'ood
that happens to the the Arab
people. "(The media) is not
there to report on their
everyday lives, it's there to
report on the spectacular."
Both said t h ere are
differences in the American
and Arab cultures and the
Arabs rarely treat visitors
from America differently
because of the policies of the
Reagan administration.
"They make a difference
between Americana and the
American government," said
Abi-Nader. Carter said people
from Saudi Arabia view
Americana as well-meaning,
naive and friendly but she said
th ey are afraid that
"modernization will lead to

Arraignment held,
13 counts dropped
Dr. Robert McClellan ,
profess o r ,department of
cbemistey, entered a plea of
not guilty to 10 charges at his
arraignment Feb. 22.
McClellan was arrested Feb.
12, following a sealed grand
jury indictment of 23 charges
· including sodomy, sexual
abuse, rape and unlawful
transaction with a minor.
During the arraiKDIDent, the
defendant's attorney made a
motion to dismiaa the eleven
counts of sexual abuse by
having sexual contact with a
person Jess than 14 years old
and the two counts of

providing alcohol to a person
under the age of 18.
Debbi e D odd o f the
Calloway County Circuit
Court Clerk office said the
counts were dropped because
they are misdemeano r
offenses which cannot be
prosecuted after a year.
He will be tried for nine
charges of sodomy by
engaging in deviant sexual
intercourse with a person less
than 14 years of age and one
charge of second-degree rape
by engaging in sexual
intercouse with a female less
than 14 years of age. Trial date
was set for July 15.

"Announcing
1985 Bridal Review!"
Place: Hillmark
Location: 312 Main, Murray
Time: 2 p.m. - 4 ? .m. Sunday
March 3
Many activities

Register for free
gifts

westernization."
"The real problem in the
Middle East is it's the one
place in the world where we're
dealing with the threat of
nuclear anihilation," she said.
Carter said another
misconception Americana
have regarding Arabs is the
role of women. Carter said
Arab women actually pity
American women because
they are responsible for not
only the family but many work
uwell.
Ahi -Nader said a basic
plulusophical difference
between the Americans and
Arabs is reflected in their
government. He said, "Our
law (American's) is based on
rights, they(theArabe) believe
duties come fint." Abi-Nader
said Arabs believe that a bad
person baa fewer rights than a
good person whereas
American laws are made for
everyone.
He also said Arab law is
baaed on family traditions and
values rather than the
individual, and this is carried
over to their religious belief&.

·
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Only unsatisfactory grades ·
released at mid-semester
Only students with D or E
grades at the mid-point of the
semester will receive mid-term
grades, according to Phil
Bryan, dean of admissions.
In December, Bryan
explained, the Academic
Council passed a resolution
proposing this action. The
Undergraduate Studies
Committee of the Council bas
been studying this possibility
for two years.
The committee's original
recommendation was that no
grades be distributed at midterm . However, that
suggestion disturbed some of
the administrators involved in
retention of students, Bryan
said.
Instead of grade cards, the
committee proposed the use of
retention alert slips to inform
students who were performing
below average. Bryan said
grade cards would be a much
stronger statement to these
students.
He said it is important for
qtnrlent retention to inform

those students w i th
unsatisfactory grades of their
standings while there is still
time in the semester to do
something about it.
These students include
those who would normally
receive an I for incomplete
work. The incomplete work
will be averaged into their
grade and they will receive aD
or an E to inform them that
they need to complete their
aesignments, Bryan said.
Not issuing mid-term grades
at all .would have saved the
University between $600 and
$700 a semester. Bryan said,
this measure' will save about
$200 a semester.
Dr. Robert McGaughey, who
made the motion to eliminate
mid-term grades to the
Academic Council, said there
are several reasons behind the
move. In many claaaes, he
said, mid-term grades are not a
fair evaluation of a student's
performance because they
haven't had enough
opportunities to be graded.
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OUR NURSING
SCHOI ARSHIPS WILL HELP
YOUR MEDICAL PLANS.
If high tuition costs
are jeopardizing your fu·
rure in medicine. Army
ROTC may have just
what the doctor ordered:
An Army ROTC
scholarship.
ROTC recently :;er
aside hundreds of schol·
arshipssolely for nursing
srudents like yourself.
Each one CO\'ers
full ruition. books and
other suprlies, and pays
you ur to $1.000 each
schoo year it's in effect.
So make an appoinrment ro find out
more about an Army
Rare scholarship.
Conract your Pro·
fessor of Milirary
Science today.

MMYROJC.

.ALLlOU CAN II.

304 Main St., Murray
(502) 759-4073

FOR INFORMATION
CALL MSU ROTC
DEPARTMENT AT

762-3748.
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'Festival' auditions set
Auditions for two one-act plays which will be presented at the
annual Festival of One-Act Plays will be Thursday at 7 p.m. at
the R.E. Johnson Theatre.
Roles for six males and one female are available.
The plays include The Cold Diamond by Shirley Lauro and
The Clevinger Trial by Joseph Heller.
The plays will be presented by the Murray State University
Theatre April 25 and 26.

University reporter goes home
By LONNIE HARP
Campus Lite Editor

Charles Honey has seen
Murray State University as
both a participant and
spectator.
Honey, who ended his career
as a student last spring in
return for his bachelor's
degree, will tum in hia pen and
pad as a ' reporter for The
Murray Ledger & Timea
March 9 to head for Grand
Rapids, Mich.
" I hate to see him move on,"
said Owain Mcintosh, newa
director of the Office of
Information and Public
Ser vices . "He haa been
interested in everything going
on. He's just done a superb
job.''
Honey, 32, came to Murray
when his wife, Wendy, was
offered a job as an instructor
in the home economics
department.

The student-turned-writer
"We'd never heard of
Murray or Paducah, and when has enjoyed his relationship
we got out a map, it didn't look with the University.
"I liked the personable
like it was near anything," he
said.
atmosphere of the place. I
think there are a lot of good
Honey was editor of a things about it," Honey said.
weekly newspaper in "The University really does
Michigan prior to his arrival care about the students
in Murray and had worked as instead of its status. I think
the sports editor of a weekly most people here have a good
newspaper in East Lansing, feeling about the University."
Mich., home of Michigan State
That "good feeling" is
University where he attended
aomething the University
college.
"I had absolutely no idea lacked when the conflict
between members of the Board
what to expect," he said.
But in three years, Honey of Regen ts and for mer
has gotten to know Murray p resident Constantine W.
Currie raged.
fairly well.
"It was strange because you
"It's pretty easy to become a
part of the community. I had never knew when you talked to
never been in an area where someone how they felt about
people lived and worked in the him (Currie) and th e
controversy, and you could
same place.
''There's such a mix of never predict who would say
people- rural, university and what."
When Dr. Kala M. Stroup
city. I like that. It's interesting
was chosen president in April,
to cover."

1983, people anticipated a
better atmosphere, Honey
said.
"There was a period where
everyone was up and hopeful.
Now they're kind of depre88ed
again," he said. "People are
expecting things to happen
and changes to be made. They
are getting a little bit restlesa.
"It will be interesting to see
ifwedogeta new Industry and
Technology building or an
arena. I would like to see how
the Boy Scout museum does,
and how many faculty they've
retained after the pay and
benefits situation.
"I think they should
continue to keep academics
their first priority."
Honey is grateful for the
cooperation that Ledger editor
and publisher Walt Apperson
offered while he was working
on his degree. He said
University peraonnel ,
Mcintosh in particular, have
been helpful as well.

"Both Currie and Stroup
have been extremely
accessible. For every call I've
made to Stroup in the morning
I've gotten a call back by the
end of the day. Some people
don ' t like to give out
information like individual
salaries or promotions and
demotions. They are afraid
they' ll be misused. I can
understand that. but at the
same time they are obliged to
furnish that.
"One problem here is that
people are afraid to make
changes because they are
going to hurt someone's
feelings," he said. "Because
people know each other, it is
difficult to do what needs to be
done. It makes it hard for the
University to develop and
grow as much as it could.
s . . REPORTER
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Twirler retires baton,
looks forward to future
By DANNIE PRATHER
StaH Writer

ANGELA SMITH, 1 veteran baton twirler, performs at halftime
during a Murray SUite Racer football game.

Play. " Stage 2"
preaentatlon 7 p.m .
In A. E. Johnson
Theatre

HorN ehow. Open
horse show 7:30
p.m . in expo center.

Rectt.t. Patricia
Bomba (piano) 2
p .m. In Fine Art1
Center.
Reclt& Keith
Roberts {voice) 3:30
p.m . In Fine Arts
Center.

Anrela Smith will tum in
her baton this semester as
Murray State's featured baton
twirlE>r.
Smith, a senior from West
Memphis, Ark., has been
twirling for 13 years. "I
always told my mom I wanted
to be a majorette when I grew
up."
She began taking baton
lessons at the age of nine and
began marching in the West
Memphis High School
Marching Band in the seventh
grade.
Through the years, twirling
has been a constant for Smith.
After high, school, she began
looking "at schoola
(universities) that offered
scholarships in twirling."
Former twi r ler Sandy

Tou..-t. First
reglonel high
achool basketball
tourey begin• 8:30
p .m In Racer
Arena .

~

Coleman encouraged her to
look at Murray State.
"I came up here not knowing
a single soul but Mr. (David)
Wells," director of the Racer
Band.
But Smith said, that
situation changed once she
became involved in the band
program . Had she not been a
twirler, "I wouldn't have had
that support group," she said.
" If I hadn't had that, I would
have been lost."
Isolation, however, is a part
of the twirler's job. Smith said
during football games ,
"You're so far away from the
people you disassociate
yourself. Basketball games
are a lot scarier."
Smith has continued to
judge contests, teach students
and participate in contests on
her own.
Soon though, graduation
and marriage will decrease the
time she devotes to twirling.

Film Feettw... Lady
Vanishes (1938)
7:30p.m . in 208
Faculty Hall.
Mowle. Tender
·Mercies 7 and 9:30
p .m . In Curris
Center Theatre.

MO'IIe. The Wild
Life 7 and 9 :30p.m .
In Curris Center
Theatre.
Alt. Rough Ktds
with Power Toots
through March 7 In
Eagle Gallery.

" It really hasn't hit me yet,"
she said. "I've been twirling in
marching bands since I was in
the seventh grade, I can't
remember going to a football
game dressed in street
clothes."
She will miss performing
but plans to teach twirling
wherever she goes.
In recent years, baton
twirling has become less
popular primarily because of
larger flag and rifle corps in
marching bands.
Smith had to deal with this
problem at her own high
school. ''It was a big contest to
see who'd get center field.
There are no twirlers at my
high school now."
Still, Smjt.h continues to
enjoy twirling.
"There's no other high in the
world when you come off the
field and you know you've
done a good job.''

Recital. Gray
Scaglione {hom) 8
p .m . In Fine Arts
Center.
Fllm F•IIvaL
Vtrtlgo 7 p.m. In
208 Faculty Hall.
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MORE THAN 350 high IChool
1tudent1 from four 1tate1
.,.rtlcl..-ted In the 1915 QuadState Band Fe1t1val 1a1t
weekend. Coordinator David
Weill 1ald the fntlval wa1
"better than UIUIII."

Photos by ROY MO BLEY
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Extra miles
brighten
vacation
in Florida
By DANNIE PRATHER
StaH Writer

Many people a re content
with the first warm spot they
find in Florida, but being
patient and driving those
extra miles to the southern
part "of · the state can be
rewarding.
All of southern Florida
offers the beach space and
water sports of the rest of the
state, but there are things
unique to the area other than
swimming, fishing, water
skiing, deep sea diving and the
' usual vacationing sports, such
as golf and tennis.
• Florida Keys The Florida
Keys would almos t be
impracticle for a student on a
road trip, but the upper, middle
and lower keys and the city of
Key West are the epitome of a
Floridian vacation .
The Upper Keys are havens
for the serious fisherman or
deep sea diver. The beaches
and reefs are v irtually
unchanged and the waters
offer one of the biggest
varieties of fish in the state.
The Middle Keys are more
"modernized." Country clubs,

yacht basins and airstrips
make the Middle Keys the
connector to the rest of the
region. The famous Seven·
Mile Bridge gives access to the
city of Key West.
The Lower Keys feature the
Bahia Honda state park and
fishing from the Seven-Mile
Bridge. Relics of Spanish
Galleons and other pirate
ships and the exclusive Key
Deer can also be seen.
The city of Key West has
been the vacation apot for
many American presidents
and European leaders. The
John James Audubon House
features the artist's worb
among an a bundance of
Chippendale furniture. Key
Weat is also famous for the
Ernest Hemingway Home and
Museum. The Nobel prize
winner 's Spanish Colonial
house features memorabilia
from Spain, Africa and Cuba.
• Ft. Myera "Ft. Myers
Beach over the past few years
has been attracting more
students," said Jeanette Hunt
of the Ft. Myers Tourist
Development office. "It is an
ideal place to come beca use of
the water sports. We call
ourselves the island coast,"
she aaid. There are more than
100 barrier islands, some of
which she said are only
acceesible by boat.
"Our waters are calmer and
the water tends to be warmer
than the Atlantic," Hunt said.
• Naplea The city of Naples
is a bit more discreet and
appeals to older people, but is
not untouched by Spring
Breakers. Na ples has small
hotels and apartments located
clos~ to beaches. The city has

an African safari in the
Caribbean Gardens. The
Corkscrew Swamp Sanctuary
features one of the largest
stands of bald cypress trees,
some of which are more than
500 years old. The sanctuary
contains many animals of the
Eve r glades including
alligators and exotic birds.

Driving a
little further
can be
rewarding

• FL Lauderdale "We've got
the history of Spring Break,"
said Karen Edwards of the Ft.
Lauderdale Chamber of
Commerce. One of the biggest
student hangouts is The
Candy Store which was made
famous in the movie Where the
Boys Are. "Seventy-eight
percent of the students will be
down March 3rd through the
31st."

Edwards said the focus of
the activities is on the beaches
rather than deep in the city.
She said three companies have
rented parts of the beach and
are sponsoring activities
during the next month. The
Florida Princess takes
vacationers f r om Ft.
Lauderdale to the Miami
Beach hotel strip.

coast to Seminole Indian
villages during the day, and
dinner and stage
entertainment at night.
• WHI Palm Beach "Our
phones have been non stop,"
said Julie Webb of the West
Palm Beach Chamber of
Commerce. "The month of
March is totally booked up."
Webb aaid the novelty of the
palm beach is what attracts
most people who are looking
for a tan. "The beaches are
spectacular."

She said the rush starts at
the beginning of March and
will not end before the summer
until April. Webb said the
mistake most tourists make is
not calling a h ead for
accommodations. "Every
hotel we've called is booked
up."

• Sar81ota "The Sarasota
area remain s virtua ll y
The Jungle Queen
undiscovered by the college steamboat offers tours up the
crowd," said Larry Marthaler
of the Sarasota Chamber of
Commer ce. Like Naples,
American &
Marthaler said ''The
community appeals more to
Internatlonal
an affluent older element."
The lack of notoriety does not
Traveltime Inc.
mean the area is not without
tourist trade, however.
"One Call Does It All"
• Miami Miami Beach is
Commerlcal & Pleasure
seven miles long and offers
No
Charge For Our Service
many historical sites for
Datas 11 Computer Systems
tourists. The Coral Castle
made out of six-ton to 30·ton
blocks of coral bedrock is
• Airline Tickets
• Cruises
unique to the area. King
• Hotel Reservations • Motor Coach
Solomon's Temple and an
original Spanish moneatary
•Independent &
• Car Rental
are other historical
attractions. Like the rest of
• Escorted Tours
• Amtrak Tickets
Florida, it often unique looks
at wildlife such as the Parrott
442·3518
11 1 N. 6th Paducah
Jungle and the Fairchild
Tropical Garden.

Break into Spring with
Guess Sportswear
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Beach •
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• Ft. Myera
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·Jeans ·Shirts
·Vests ·Tops
·Pants ·Dresses
·Skirts

SOUTH
FLORIDA
oooo o'
• Key West

Swimsuits & Shorts
Arriving Dailyl
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the Great Amertcan Shoe ~tort'.•
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* Men's Style Porto Fino
On Sale Fro m $4.01 to $8.01 off
*Special Selections F or
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:

Come and Save In Time For Spring Break.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Final Markdown on All Fall
Merchandise - A Big 2/3 Off! .
$3 $5 and $1 0 Racks ~

•

1204 Chestnut

-..,~C5b~
753-8272
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Panhandle
attractions
occupy
'Breakers'
By DARLA BAXTER
StaH Writer

Travelers loolring to spend
as little time possible driving
to the Sunshine State might
might consider the attractions
of northern Florida cities.
Depending on students'
intel'ests. there are several
things to du and see, according
to a spokesman for the state
Chamber of Commerce.
• Dutln Located on the
Northwest coast, Destin,

about 20 miles east of Ft.
Walton Beach, offere all kinds
of water-related activities
including scuba diving, and
spear fishing.
Natural and man-made
coral reefs provide endless
diving opportunities, and
various wrecks such u a
Liberty Ship and other sunken
vehicles can be enjoyed by
underwater photography,
offered by Wet Sports, Inc.
Half day, full day, and niaht
dives are available. Boat tripe,
professional instuction and
rental equipment are also
available.
• Jackaonwllle The
Jacksonville Chamber of
Commerce is preparing for a
mass migration of student.
this break, and has several
activities lined up in March.
On March 9, John Cafferty
. and the Beaver Brown Band
will be in concert.

Paee 13

•Tallahassee

NORTH
FLORIDA
• St. Auguaune In addition

to the usual beach activities,
students vacationing in St.
Augustine can visit the oldest
houae and oldest school in the
United States. Other sites
include the old fort of Castillo

For sunburn prevention
stay out of harmful rays
A SPF of 15 is best for the
face, but a lower SPF can be
used for the rest of the body.
Fair-complexioned people
should use a sunscreen with a
high SPF.

By CONNIE McPHERSON
Assistant Campus life Editor

Staying completely out of
the sun is the best way to
guard against sunburn,
a ccording to Dr. Jerome
Africk, an Orlando, Fla.
dennatologist.
Murray State students
going to beaches over Spring
Break will probably not heed
this advice, so students should
begin their suntan gradually.
Africk recommends that a
lotion with sunscreen that
doesn't wash off should be
applied before going outside.
Sunscreens are rated with a
sun protection factor of 2, 4, 6,
8 or 15, with the largest
number providing the most
protection from ultraviolet
rays.

According to a nurse in the
office of Dr. Patrice Case, a
dermatologist in Naples, Fla.,
many people are allergic to the
paba in some sunscreens. In
the case of an allergy,
sunscreen without paba
should be used.

.

The sun is most intense

between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. and

these hours should be avoided
by people of all skin types
during the tint few daya of
sunning.
People with fair skin should
only stay in the sun for 15-30
minutes the first few days and
darker-skinned people can
lengthen this time. The length

of exposure can gradually be

extended for all skin types.
If a person still gets a
sunburn after taking all the
precautions, he can take cool
baths and apply ice packs to
the burned skin. Aspirin will
s~nb~rn ~ain. An
ant1nuhm1ne ts also
recommended to reduce the
inflammation, which causes
redness and swelling. If the
skin itches from the burn,
Cortiaone cream can be
applied .
If a person's skin peels from
aunbum, he snould not return
to the sunshine until the
tender skin beneath the burn
is healed.

-

San Marco, and the allieator

farm.
St. George Street, roped off
from traffic provides unusual
shopping. Toure by bua or
horae and carriaee are
available for those interested.
• T•llaha.... No specific
activities have been planned
during the week of March 8 in
Tallahasaee, the atate's
capitol. However , city
representatives believe there
are "several aites worth
visiting."
The city will be preparing
for ita spring feetival which
begins March 13 and rune
throughout the month
culminating with a parade
and picnic. Tourists can visit

the state capitol as well as
McClay Gardens and the
canopy roads. Wakualla
Springs, a natural spring, is
nearby.
• P•nam• City Visitors to
Panama City Beach can take
in all types of fishing, charter
boat tripe or ride to Shell
Island. Miracle Strip, an
amusement park located near
the beach will also be open to
tourista seeking fun.
• Penaacola Tourists in the
vicinity of Pensacola can take
in the nearby Naval Museum
or historic Seville Square
located in the city. The
visitor's information center
also suggests Rosie O'Grady's,
an entertainment mall.

reiieve.
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Africk does not advise the
use of tanning beds to prepare
skin for Florida sun, since the
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Mid-Florida
offers sand,
amusement
to students
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Staff Writer

Tourists who want to go far
enough south to enjoy the sun,
but don't want to spend the
better part of their Spring
Break on the road, may find a
sunny compromise by
vacationing in central
Florida.
Central Florida contains a
number of coastal cities
surrounded by beaches and
tourists attractions.
For those who don't enjoy
sun and surf, central Florida
offers camping, fishing,
museums and several
amusement parks.
• Orla ndo One of the
country's largest amusement
parks is located in the center of
the state.
The Walt Disney World
Resort attracts approximately
22.7 million people to the
Orlando area annually.
Besides the entertainment
offered at the park, three resort
hotels. a campground, three
championship golf courses
and the Walt Disney · World
Shopping Village are also
available.
In March, college students
will receive a $3 discount on
admission to the Magic
Kingdom and Epcot Center if
they present their student IDs
and ask for the Disney Break
'85.
Another area attraction is
Sea World, the world's largest
marine life park. Water ski
shows, marine exhibits,

dolphin, seal and whale shows
are featured . Sea World
attracts approximately 1.3
million tourists yearly.
• Cocoa Beech Located only
an hour from Orlando ia Cocoa
Beach. With its 12 miles of
uncrowded, clean beaches.
Cocoa Beach is a popular
family vacation spot. Deep sea
fishing, river and fresh water
fishing have made thia beach
famous.
Kennedy Space Center also
draws many tourists to this
area. America's Space Shuttle
program has made the Space
Center even more popular. Bus
tours take visitors to Launch
Complex 39 where the shuttle
is prepared for flight. Free
movies, space science
demonstrations and displays
are available.
• Sliver Sprtnga A variety of
attractions are offered at
-Silver Springs. The worldfamous glass·bottom boata, a
jungle cruise, reptile shows, a
deer park and an antique car
show make Silver Springs a
top tourist spot.
• Daytona BHCh Located
on the Atlantic Coast,
Daytona Beach is one of
Florida's moat popular areas.
With ita endless white
beaches, Daytona attracts sun
worshipers from the entire
country.
An expected 400,000 tourists
will visit Daytona Beach
between March 2 and Aprill4.
The only other attractions in
this area besides the beach are
the various concerts being
offered throughout the Spring
Break holiday.
• Tempe Located in the
Tampa area is Busch Gardena,
the Dark Continent. The 300acre park is one of the
country's top zoos. The park
includes seven themed areas
with shows and rides,
including the Congo River

Rapids, a white water rafting
adventure. Rare and wild
animals roam freely in this
natural habitat.
• St. Petersburg While in the
St. Petersburg area, tourist
may want to visit the London
Wax Museum. This museum
features over 100 life-size wax
figures from England in
authentic settings.
Florida's Sunken Garden
exhibits thousands of tropical
plants and flowers and
hundreds of exotic birds and
animals.
• C..arw1ter Located on the
Gulf of Mexico, Clearwater is a
popular year-round resort
center. Sailing, windsurfing,
water skiing and parasailing
occupy the daytime hours,
while the evening can be
passed on one of the
sightseeing boats offering
sunset cruises.

• Silver Springs

• orlando

MID
FLORIDA
Bel-Air
Sh opping Cen ter

PERSONAL
GROUP
BUSINESS
CRUISE
TOUR
CHARTER

(502)753-8593

Pennyrile Travel Advisors

D.e ep-Tann

"YOUR TMVU AGm"'
lffTDIIIATliiNAI. a DOM£STt
COMPUTE TRAVEL ARIWIGEliiTS

of Murray

885-1101

Suntanning Studio

1110 l VIRGINIA HOPUtiVIW ICY

Get Your Body Prepared

rou R&
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YAubree's Food & Spirits~

Traveling During Spring Break?

Thurs., Fri., & Sat.
10 oz. New York Steak Dinner· $6.50
Buy one, get one at 1/2 Pricel
16 oz. T-Bone Dinner· $5.50
·Includes Salad, Baked Potato, Homemade Roll

.
Don't Make a Dash With Cash:
Traveler's Checks Available at

Dancing Fri. & Sat.
8 p.m.- Midnite
No Cover

'~ee'~-"'s
Jack T. Stillwater Band

In

bari<lng. ~ still m.\ke the difference,

Main Ofl'lce
5th&.. Main

North Branch
North 12th &.. Chestnut

South Branch
South IZih &.. StOf)'

753-3231

753-3231

753·3231

We also have Pool Tables & Video Games,
Backgammon, & TrMal Pursuit
128 Broadway Paducah

444-6537
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

The new associate members
of Lambda Chi Alpha are
Brad Booth, Keith Bruce,
Randy Co11ignon , David
Haley, Greg Mullican, Mark
Pinkston, Kevin Robinson
and Kevin Vaught of
Owensboro; Jose Casanova,
Birmingham, Ala.; Jeff
Delaney, Herrin, lll.; Jeff
Garrott, Murray; Mark Logan,
Henderson; Joe Milum and
Rod Tompkins, Madisonville;
Michael Ringering, East
Alton, Ill.; Nathan Rowton,
Paducah; Craig Russell and
Chip Walsh, Carmi, TIL: and
Wade Thurston, Dexter, Mo.
BAPTIST STUDENT CENTER

A coffeehouse at the Baptist
Student Center, 800 Waldrop
Drive , will feature
" Rememberance," a
Louisville-based gospel band.
The concert begins at 7 p.m.
Saturday. There will be time
for fellowship following the
free concert.

The 1985 officers of the
Interfraternity Council are
Roger Pugh, president, Union
City, Tenn., Sigma Chi; Skip
Harrison, vice president,
Cincinnati, Ohio, Phi Kappa
Tau; Brad Davia, treasurer,
Owensboro, Alpha Tau
Omega; Roger Oldham,
secretary, Princeton, Alpha
Gamma Rho ; and Jim
Wagner, sports chairman,
Carmel, Ind., Lambda Chi
Alpha.
ALPHA DELTA PI

The 1985 officers of Alpha
Delta Pi .are Carla Lynn,
president, Dover, Tenn.;
Melanie Harrison, vice
president efficiency, Fulton;
Cheryl Kaelin, vice president
pledge education, Decatur, Ill.;
Karen Delaney, membership
chairperson, Herrin, lll.; Kim
Graves, panhellenic officer,
Marion, Ill.; Joanne Duncan,

Reporter- - - - - - c ontinued from Page 9
"I've been impressed with
how willing the people have
been to sit down and go over
information with me," he said.
"I got a lot of help on the series
I did on graduation rates in the
athletic department. The
coaches were very open. I was
pleased with their reaction. I
wnl': glad they didn't take it as
an attack.''
Honey said his family has
made a number of good friends
in Murray, and the decision to
move on wa!'l a difficult one.
However, he and his wife and
four-year-old daughter, Emily,
will be closer to their families
in Michigan.
Honey will be a general
assignment writer for the
Grand Rapids Press, a
newspaper he has admired
since his college days.
"I regret very much the fact
that he's leaving," said
Mcintosh, who calls Honey
the best University reporter
The Ledger has had in hie 17
years. "I think he's really been

1979: The Close of The Decade
Part D. The Shah fiees Iran. Khomeini in
power. Embassy taken over. Hostage
crisis. Tiuee Mile Island accident. 30 min
----~_.....

an asset to The Ledger &
Times and Murray."
"I've worked with reporters
that have covered higher
education for a number of
years and he is one of the
best," said Stroup. "He i,
thorough and tenacious. He
has the ability to write a story
so that r eade r s can
understand com plica ted
issues.
"We'll miss him."

"VCR'S - $1250 a week."
We are growing e~eryday
We also have:
Portable movie cameras, TV's, Exercise equipment, Party
goods, etc.

G\

M8p.m .; W5p.m .
Th 7 p.m .: F 3:30 & 9:30p.m

Charles Honey

Where Dtd You Get
That Woman

This
Week!

..
·~~

Loretta Smith's (Columbia/ Chicago) portrait of a washroom attendant and the social contact afforded by her job. 30 m1n
Tu 5:30 p.m .; W 8:30p.m.
Th 4:30 & 9:30p.m .; F 7 p.m.

Reel Squad
Humorous look at the surveillance activi·
ties of the New York City Pollee Dept. and
The F.B.I. 30 min

---------"!-

"Forming a Gov.ernment
Under the Constitution"

Dote:

MAR. 5
Time:

.

A public policy forum can be
and Tuesday
seen Monday at 5 p.m.

Place:

CURRIS
CENTER
THEATRE

-... ., ........
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0

Tu 5 p.m ., W 8 p .m . Th 4 ~
9 p.m.: F 6·30 p .m .
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9:30P.M.

The list goes on and on.
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Progressive music video atG I
its best. Includes top ten
countdown. special guests
and much more. 60 min

MSU
TV-11*
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TAU KAPPA EPSILON

new officers of Tau
Kavpa Epsilon are Eddie
Allen, historian, Gilbertsville;
J<>ff Boyken, sergeant-atarms, Island; Willis Davis,
fraterni t y educator ,
Clarksville, Tenn.; Mike Hatz,
president, Carmichael, Calif.;
Chris Hazen , secretary,
Dongola, m.; Michael Morrill,
chaplain , Mayfield; Scott
Ralls, treasurer and Saint
Jude's fund raising chairman,
Benton, Ill.; and David
Vaughn , little sister
chairman, Dixon.
Special academic awards
were given to Don Christian,
David Vaughn and Todd
Williams for achieving a 4.0
grade-point average during
the 1984 fall semester.
ALPHA KAPPA PSI

The new officers of Alpha
Kapna Psi for the spring
f!t'mester are Greg Marret,
p n ·sit' ent, Marion; Dee
~ v it~ • h i . vice president

(external), Centralia , Ill.;
Brian Taylor, vice president
(internal), New Burnside ni.;
Tami Jones, secretary, South
Fulton, Tenn.; Dan Koch,
treasurer, Evansville, Ind; and
Tony Murt, master of rituals,
Paducah.
Spring pledgee of Alpha
Kappa Psi are Ginnie Bagby
and Joyce Hyde, both of
Hopkinsville; Vanessa Carter ,
Paducah; Janeene Crase,
Water Valley; Tammy Davie,
Cave-In-Rock, Ill.; Kay Farley,
Murray; Scott Frederick and
Sabra Meuth , both of
Henderson; Alicia Galloway,
Chandler, Ind. ; Scott
Hancock, Marion, Ill.; Missy
Humphrey, Kevil; Laura
Jones, Belleville, Ill.; Liz
Lawrence, Buchanan, Ind.;
Rhonda Maxey, Kell, Ill.;
LaDonna McCuan, Lynville;
Gloria Motton, Sikeston, Mo.;
Andrew Wilson, Boaz; and
Loretta W imbe rl ey ,
Buchanan, Tenn.

~

;f

OJ
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PHI MU ALPHA

The Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternity's new probationary
members are Jeff Aboumrad,
Henderson; Jimmy Bowland,
Paducah; Frank Cross and
Tria Marsh, both of
Hopkinsville; Robert
DeSimone, Nashville, Tenn.;
Mitch Dupree, Washington,
Pa .; David Har berson,
Frankfort; B.J. McGibney,
Greenville; Mike Pote, Mt.
Vern on, I n d.; J erome
Ri chardson, Clarksville,
Tenn.; J a mes Weil, Memphis,
Tenn.; Kenny Wooda. Vine
Grove ; Brian Si r les ,
Louisville.
·

UniYerslty Student Ambassador?
Applications ore now being token!

QUAUFICAnONS:
-student must how a 2.75 cumulative grade point
average
-student must how successfully completed 12 hours
-Student must be fult·tlme In 1985
.Student must wont to seNe Munoy State University
-student must enjoy meeting people
.student must how good communication skills
Deadline for applications Is March 8, 4:30 p.m.
Applications ore available In the SGA Oftlce, the
Admissions Office, and Student DeYelopmentOfflce.

ASSOCIATION FOR
COMPUTING MACHINERY

T h e Auociation for
Computing Machinery will
hold its March meeting at 7
p.m. Monday in Room 252 of
the BusineSB Building. Ed
Watson from Air Products will
speak about process control.

LET US WORK FOR YOU. ADVERTISE!
Ad deadtlne-noon Mondu.

Ganc:ellatton deadline-noon Tuadu.
Phone 762:.4478.
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Where Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune
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MISCHIEF

Murray State University•
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'Flamingo Kid' flies high,
makes box-office splash
With a good script, good
acting, good music, good
directing and good
photography- not to mention
a human sundial, it's nearly
impossible to make a bad
movie. Garry Marshall,
director of Th~ Flamingo Kid
(PG-13), has delivered a quiet
success.
Matt Dillon, who stars as a
lower-class kid who gets a
· taste of the good life, is
convincing as the reserved,
street-smart country club
parking attendent who moves
quickly up the employee social
ladder.
With the help of hie rich
friends , Dillon meets a
sophisticated California girl
who falls in Jove with h1m.
Janet Jones stars as the
bra iny and beautiful beach
babe who bounces in and out
ofDillon'slife.
Rich~ rd Crenna shines in
this movie as the wealthy car

?~'Kid

A
dealer who apenda all of his
time and makes a good deal of
his money at the club's card
table. He takes a liking to
Dillon and gives him a
glimpse of the lifestyles of the
rich and famous.
In the end, Dillon as The
Flamingo Kid ia forced to
choose between the life of his
honest and hard-working
father and the lavish and lazy
existence of the country
clubbets.
M81'8hall, best known as the
director of Happy Days,

Laverne & Shirky, et. al., doea
a fine job of pulling this movie
together.

The scenes at the ritzy El
Flamingo Club are very
colorful and warming. The
club is a haven for a variety of
Patricians and even includes
··The Human Sundial," a man
who Jays on the beach and
constantly moves his chaise
lounge to get the beat angle on
the sun. The soundtrack of the
movie is a compilation of
1950s songs that might tempt
the viewer to dance in the
aisles.
The Flamingo Kid is a
t r i umph for everyone
involved. It ia a well-made
movie which has been an
unexpected smash both with
the critica and at the box
office. A good time will be had
by all.
-Lonnie Harp

Realistic 'Killing Fields'
among year's best films
. THE KILLING
:
FIELDS

A
Director Roland Joffe paints
a vivid picture of life, love and
death in the explosive
surroundings of war-torn
Cambodia in The Killing
Fields, (R).
The Killing Fields ia the true
story of New York Times
reporter Sydney Schanberg
(Sam Wateraton) and hie
re lationship with his
inte r preter and fellow
journalist Dith Pran (Dr.
Haing S. Ngor) during the
upcoming overthrow in
Cambodia.
Set in 1975, thf:l film captures
the emotion of a people caught
in the conflict of the Vietnam
War.
The movie has gathered
seven Academy Award

nominations, including one
for Best Picture.
Waterston does a fine job as
Schanberg, the reporter who ia
determined to get the story of
the American cover up and the
Communist takeover. The
movie ia dominated by Ngor,
however, who shows
unbridled emotion as Pran,
whose loyalty to his country
and to Schanberg gives the
picture a heart in the midst of
the killing.
Joffe does not weigh ·t he
movie down with too many
battle scenes, but does supply
ample opportunities for the
viewer to learn of the atrocities
and repercussions of the war.
Mostly, this is Schanberg's
sounding board to the
American people, to ahow that
Cambodians are people who
laugh, cry,love and die jaat aa
we do. It is a powerful drama,
which runs the viewer through
a field of emotions.
The music gives a haunting
eenae of realism to the movie
and the supporting cast is
extremely natural. It should
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make a strong showing for
Beat Picture at the Academy
Awards in April.
-Dan Heckel

Beautiful 'Passage,'
long trip to boredom
Sounds simple enough
wait, there's more.
A PASSAGE timeThebutwhen
movie is eet during a
India was under
rule, eo the Indiana are
TO INDIFl British
ready for an uprising. This
eo

far,

B
A Passage To India, (PG)
David Lean's adaption of the
E.M. Fol'8ter novel, may have
been more appropriately titled
"A Passage to Boredom," due
mainly to the film'a length and
confusing plot.
Nominated for 11 Academy
Awards, including Beat
Picture, the film has the
making to be exceptional, but
director Lean tries to do too
many things with his story,
set in the incredibly beautiful
Indian hills.
The movie starts off with
two women, Mrs. Moore
(Dame Peggy Ashcroft) and
her soon·to·be daughter-in-law
Adele Quested (Judy Davis),
who leave England on their
way to India (hence the name).
Adele hopes to meet Mrs.
Moore's eon Ronny, ao they
can be married and also seek
adventure in India.

Music students play
in all-collegiate band
Twenty music students Amy Frederick, Hopkinsville;
participated in the All· Mark Harris, Cadiz; Karen
Collegiate Band at the Hester, Evansville Ind.; Kevin
Kentucky Music Educatol'8 Holmes , Murray ; Lisa
Association Convention in Housley, Henderson; John
Louisville in early February. Jordan, Russellville; Lyle
Gerald L. Welker, director of Manwaring, Altmar, N.Y.;
bands, said the idea for the Valerie Martin, Union City,
band was spearheaded by Dr. Tenn.; Roy Mobley, Murray;
Kent Campbell, director of Eric Mozeleski, Brandenburg;
bands at Western Kentucky Ruth Sand..-a, Frankfort; Dale
University, and other music Stephens, l.urden, Ind.; Paula
professors from Kentucky Stocks, Elizabethtown; Dale
universities.
Tuggle, Hopkinsville; Michele
The students who Vena, Sandy Hook, Conn.;
participated were Scott Rick Wagoner, Murray; Kathy
Alexander, McKenzie Tenn.; White, Paducah;. Yvette
Jennifer Cole. Danville . Dl.; ... Whitfield, Carbondale, Dl. .

It's a good time
for the great taste

TM

comes later in the movie, when

Dr.Aziz (Victor Banerjee), the

town doctor, is accused of
raping Adele, although he ia
friends with her and Ml'8.
Moore.
Now do you understand? If
you don't, you're not alone.
Lean has a chance to take
truly excellent acting and say
something about injustice,
love, tradition, myaticiam or
any of the other subjects he
touches on, but he can't bring
out all of them and hold the
audience.
Obviously, the Academy
Awards people have much
more time &<> diaect a film than
the average viewer. The
photography is excellent, the
writing and acting are very
good and the makeup job done
on veteran actor Sir Alec
Guinness (ofStar Wars among
othe1'8) is incredible, but the
film is just too much .
The movie should fare well
at the Academy Awards in
smaller categories, but Best
Picture should be out of ita
reach.
- Dan Heckel
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Racers split homestand
going info OVC tourney
By RANDY REEVES
Staff Writer

The men's basketball team
split their final two games of
the regular season last
weekend, losing to Eastern
Kentucky U ni versi ty
Saturday night and beating
Morehead State University
Monday night.
The Racers finished the
season with a 19-8 record
overall and 8-6 in the Ohio
Valley Conference. The league
record pu~ MSU in fourth
place going into the
conference tournament.
• Murr•y St•t• 78 Morehe•d
St•te 58

The Racers used balanced
scoring and two big scoring
spurts to crush the Eagles and
break a five-game losing
streak.
MSU used an 11-2 spurt
midway through the first half
to take a commanding 28-t-t
lead, capped by a three - point
play by senior guard Craig
Talley.
The Racers added another
10-2 spurt before the halftime
break and took a 40-24
halftime lead on a fast break
lay-up by Zedric Macklin.
The Racer defense worked
hard, forcing 11 turnovers in
the first half.

The Eagles hung tough in
the second half, however,
cutting the lead to seven on
two free throws by Talbert
Turner.
The Racers stretched the
lead back to 59-44 on two free
throws by Owen Bronston and
Morehead never made a threat
after that.
MSU took their biggest lead
of the game with just 23
seconds to go on a three-point
play by reserve guard Derek
Lindauer.
The Racers wer e led by three
players with 15 points each.
Macklin, Craig Talley and
Chuck Glass tied fo-r the
scoring lead. Glass also added
eight rebounds and 10 assists.
Macklin chipped in with eight
rebounds.
Morehead State was led by
center Bob McCann with 18
points and seven rebounds.
Before the game, seniors
Vada Martin, Craig Talley
and Mike Lahm were awarded
their pictures that have hung
in Racer Arena all season and
were given standing ovations
for their final home game.
• Mu, .y State 70 Eatem
Kentucky71

The road problems the
Racers had been experiencing
the last two weeks followed
them home Saturday night.
The result was the Racers'
fifth straight loss.

WHO'S THE CHAMP?
In the past 20 years there have been 13 OVC tournaments.
(The tournament was discontinued from 1968 through 1974)
Of those, only six regular-season champs went on to win the
tournament. The regular-season vs. tourney champs since
1965:

.

Source: MSU Sporta tnlormatlon Office

'No longer in ovc

Graphic by DAN DIPIAZZO

The first half was nip and
tuck, with Eastern leading by
as many as five and MSU
managing only a two-point
lead.
The Colonels scored the last
four points of the first half to
take a 38-35 halftime lead.
The Racers stayed close in
the second half until a 7-0
spurt by Eastern broke a 48-48
tie. MSU pulled within one
point, 5~·56, on a 10-foot
jumper by Martin, but that is
as close tUI they came.
Lahm led the Racer scoring
attack with 16 points. Glass
added 12 points, while Talley
pumped in 11.
The Colonels were led by
sophomore guard Antonio
Parris with 16 points.

With leta then 1 minute to pl• y, Murr•y'a Craig T•lley goea up for •
looae bell•gelnat •n E11tern Kentucky pl•yer. The Recert loat the
S.turd•y game 76-70.

OVC coaches indecisive
on tournament champion
By CHERYL KAELIN
Assistant Sports Editor

The 22nd Ohio Valley
Conference tournament is
under way and the coaches
have their own ideas of who's
going to win.
Tennessee Tech is favored,
because of their championship
in the regular season with an
11-3 record. "We've worked
hard to get our program to the
first place spot," said Tom
Deaton, Tennessee Tech head
coach.
Bill Dreisbach, assistant
coach of Middle Tennessee
State University, said
Tennessee Tech has been
playing well even with
starting guard Jimmy Elliot
out for the season with a
broken collar bone. Dreisbadl
said that he's naturally
cheering for Middle
Tennessee, but Tennessee
Tech is definitely in the
running.
Murray coach Ron Greene
said it's hard to say who the
favorite will be. He said the
tournament could go any way.
Greene did say that he's
"hopeful for a potential win"
but Tennessee Tech and
Middle Tennessee have the
beat chance at it.
Middle Tennessee has the
advantage of playing on it's
homecourt. Deaton said
playing at Middle Tennessee
won't be a factor for his
players, since it's so close to
their own campus, and they've
won there the last two times.

Howard Jackson, coach at
Austin PeayState University,
gives Middle Tennessee an
extra edge over the rest of the
conference because of their
homecou r t advantage.
Jackson also said that it's a
toss up between Tennessee
Tech and Youngstown State
University for the other top
contender.
The Racers, No. 4 in the
regular season, played Middle
Tennessee, No.5 in the regular
season, Thursday at 7 p.m.
and Greene said if they would
have won against Eastern
Kentucky University on
Saturday, they would be
playing in the lower bracket.
"We made our own destiny,
and we've got to live with it,"
Greene said, "hopefully we'll
do our best."

For results of the tournament
games last night, see page 1.
Eastern Kentucky, No.3 in
the regular season, played
Austin Peay, No. 6 in the
regular season Thursday at 9
p.m. Jackson said his team
has improved in the last few
games with his earlier injured
players back in the lineup.
Jackson said hia Governors
are going to play up-tempo
games th r oughout the
tournament. "We're going to
put our best foot forward.''
Jackson said.
Youngstown State
University, No. 2 in the
regular season, played last
year's champion Morehead
State University, No. 7 in the
regular season, Thursday at 6

p.m. Wayne Martin, Morehead
State'a coach and Mike Rice,
Youngstown State's coach,
were on the road and weren't
available for comment.
Max Good, Eastern
Kentucky coach, wouldn't
speculate on who was going to
win, because he said there was
no way a coach could say
during tournament time. "You
can't determine the breaks in
tournament play," Good said.
Tennessee Tech won't play
until tonight, because they
received a bye. Bruce Stewart,
Middle Tennessee head coach,
believes the bye gives an
advantage to Tennessee Tech.
"It's hard to win three good
games in a row." Stewart said,
and Tennessee Tech will have
to win only two.
None of the OVC coaches
are planning to change their
atrategy du r ing the
tournament. Middle
Tennessee has a five-game
winning streak and Stewart
doesn't want to break it now.
Stewart said his team is
playing smart and they're not
going to change anything.
Jackson said his Governors
will play a little differently
because his injured players are
back in the lineup. "Do what
you can do best," is what
Jackson believes.
After the OVC tournament,
the coaches believe that a
team from the OVC will
receive an NCAA position and
an National Invitational
Tournament bid. Good,
Jackson and Greene said the
Racers have a good chance of
getting an N.I.T. bid
depending on the outcome of
the tournamen t.
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Men netters capture one of two
By CLAY WALKER
Staff Writer

Men's tennis coach Bennie
Purcell may not be overjoyed
with his team's performance
over the weekend, but he was
pleased. The Racers cruised
past West Virginia
University, 8·1, then fell to
host Illinois State University,
5-4. .
"We played real well against
West Virginia and we played

all right against Illinois
State," Purcell said. "I
thought it (competition with
ISU) would be 54 either way."
Tony Wretlund, playing the
No. 1 seed, beat his West
Virginia opponent 6-3, 6-3.
Wretlund lost his1llinois State
match 7-6, 3-6, 6-3. He and
Allan Farmer beat WVU at
No.1 doubles6-3, 7-6 but lost to
lSU 6-3, 7·5.
' Jens Bergrahm, who was
playing at No. 2, also won his
WVU match and lost to
lllinois State. Bergrahm won

6-2, 6.{) and lost 6-4, 7-6.
Bobby Montgomery lost
both of his matches at the No.
3 seed, 64, 3-6, 6·3 to West
Virginia and 0-6, 6-l, 6·1 ,to
Illinois State. Montgomery
teamed with Joe Carter for
MSU's No. 3 doublea team.
The pair defeated West
Virginia 6.0, 7-6 and ISU 6-2,
6-3.
Steve Massad played at the
No. 4 seed winning both
matchea. He downed his WVU
foe 6·3, 6-4 and beat his ISU
opponent 6-2, 6-2. Massad was

half of the Racers' No. 2
doubles team. He and John
Brunner downed WVU 64,3-6,
64 but fell to ISU, in what
turned out to be the deciding
match, 7-6, 7-6.
Carter was playing at No.5
for Murray State. Carter won
both of his matches, downing
his WVU opponent 1-6,6-1,6-2
and his rival from illinois
State 64, 6-0.
No. 6 Brunner beat both of
his opponents. Brunner
downed competitors from ISU
and WVU, 64,6-7,6-3 and 7·5,

3-6, 64 respectively.
"We had our chances," said
Purcell. "We just didn't win
the big matches."
The team will have plenty of
big matches this weekend
when it ventures south. The
Racers will take on the
Univenity of Alabama, North
Alabama University and
South Alabama University.
Wretlund, who is ranked 65th
in the collegiate standings,
will face the Crimson Tide's
Greg Hahn, who is ranked
seventh.

Todd scores 13 in last game

Lady Racers finish with defeat
By DAVID RAMEY
Statr Wrater

The Lady Racer basketball
team closed out its season with
a 10-18 record this week,
dropping two games and
winning one.
Coach Bud Childers' squad
lost to Arkansas State
University on the road
Tuesday night after splitting
an OVC series at home. MSU
stopped Morehead State
University on Monday after
falling to Eastern Kentucky
University Saturday.
• Arkansas State 61, Murray
State 56

In a make-up of a game
postponed earlier because of
snow, Murray State controlled
the game most of the contest,
holding a 30-28 halftime lead
behind freshman Lynnette
Hayden's12 points. The Lady
Racers then fell into a
shooting slump.
With 5:30 remaining in the
game, Melody Ottinger scored
a lay-up to give the Lady
Racers a 49·48 advantage.
Murray State then proceeded
to miss its last 12 shots from
the field.
Hayden and Mina Todd,
playing in her lastcontestas a
Lady Racer, shared scoring
honors with 13 pointe.
Ottinger had 13 points and
eight rebounds. Charlotte
Fields led ASU with 19.
• Murray State 78, Morehead
State 76

Shawna Smith sank a
jumper from the left side of the
free throw line with 17 seconds
left to give the Lady Racers a
two-point victory over the
Lady Eagles.

Spring rodeo
begins In March
The rodeo team is preparing
for the annual spring rodeo at
the MSU Liveatock Show and
Exposition Center which will
be March 21·23 starting at 7:30
p.m.
The rodeo team will compete
in saddle broncs, barebacks,
bulls, calf roping, team roping,
steer wrestling, barrels, break
away roping and goat tying.
Kim Hazlett, rodeo club
membeT, s8id the team looks
promising again this year.
The men's rodeo team ended
up last year's season in second
place in the O~ark region.

The game winner capped off
a season high performance by
the junior from Calvert City as
she came off the bench to
pump in 25 points, including
17 in the first half, on sizzling
12-of-15 shooting. She also
added five rebounds and four
assists.
Smith wasn't the only hero
however. Senior Min a Todd
added 19 to the Lady Racer
cause, including six ke:v fre£·
throws down the strt• ch.
Connie Logsdon alsv had a
good game, scoring 10 points
and pulling down a team high
10 rebounds.
Childers praised his team's
performance after the win. He
said his team ran the fast
break well and played
excellent defense.
Using a harassing press,
Murray State shut down allOVC performer Connie
Appelman in the first half to

give MSU a 39-37 halftime
lead. Appelman had two
points at the intermission,
before scoring 14 in the second
half.
The offense wasn't shabby
for the Lady Racers as they
sank 60 percent of their shots
from the floor. Murray State
also shot 87 percent from the
free-throw stripe. The Lady
Racers are ninth in the nation
in free-throw shooting.
• Eaatern Kentucky
Murr1y Stile 89

82,

the Lady Colonels12-2 to take
a 27-25 lead. Eastern then
proceeded to outscore the Lady
Racers 15-7 to take the
halftime lead.
Eastern outscored the Lady

Racers 24-8 to begin the second
half. The Lady Colonels never
looked back after that.
Tina Cottle led Eastern with
19 points. Lynnette Hayden
scored 14 to. lead MSU.

.

TACO TUESDAY
2

Crl~py

For

Tacos

$1.19

Oflet Ooocl All 08J • Ho COUpoN • No Umlt

"The key to the game was
unforced errors," said
Childers after his team
dropped a 13-point verdict to
the Lady Colonels.
Murray committed 18
turnovers in the game. EKU
capitalized, putting all five
starters in double figures.
The game was a see-saw
battle in the first half. EKU led
23-15 before MSU outscored

AcroN from MSU St.dlum
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•GRANNY'S PORCH 41

=
g.

North IHth Street
(directly across from Wells Hall)

•

~

C

759-4448

~ NOW

~

I

I

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
Regul a r Everyday

LowPrices
Breakfast
Lunch
2 Eggs
Choice of 3 meats
Bacon or Sausage
Choice of 7 vegetables
Biscuits & Gravy $1.75
$3.00]
Hours:

Keep your warm summer look
throughout the winter!

M~~.!1'hur11.6a.m.-8p.m.

Fn.·Sat6a.m ..·l0p.m.
Sun. 7a.m.-3p.m.

6666666666ft66ft66666
Complete Auto Glass Shop

D&W

Auto Supply
512 S. 12th St.
Murray
753-4563

Come in and get a
30-minute session
for $4 in our Suntanna
tanning bed.
We'll take care of your beauty
needs from head to toe. So call
us soon and feel good all over.

l eturdlly 7:30 e .m.-4 p.m.
Monday·,rldlly 7e.m.-Sfl.'ll

Automotive
Machine
Shop

Dixieland Center

Murray

753-0882
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Fabulous Endings
Begin With Fabulous
Beginnings.
Start With Us!

Spring://
Summer 85
New Shipment of
Guess Jeans just
arrived in the
Ladies Dept.

r---------------------------1

I
t
1

20o/o Off
'
Any Short or Swim wear
Purchase

I
II
Good through March 9th
lI CORN-AUSTIN·
I

~ --------------------------,

1

20o/o Off
Organically Grown & Esprit
Separates
Good through March 9th

CORN-AUSTIN

CORNAUSTIN

co.
Downtown

Murray

753-2472

I
I

l----------------------------
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I
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Bronston.~aits his turn,
adds streri gth:·tO'. Racers

-

B y RAN:lY REEVES
Staff Writer

When Owen Bronston came
to Murray State from Lee's
Junior College, he was looking
for playing time and thought
he could probably walk into a
starting position. Since then,
he has adjusted to being one of
the first players off the bench
for coach Ron Greene.
"At first, I was upset about
notstarting. l came in as a two
year all-american in junior
college and thought I could
start,'' Bronston said .
" After the coach put
together his starting five, it
took some time to adjust to
being a sixth man," he said.
Bronston, a 6-foot-6, 200pound forward, said he now
enjoys his role for the Racers.
"When I come in, I try to put a
spark into the game, "

Bronston said. "When Chuck
Glass or Vada Martin get
tired, I come in and try to
finish them off."
Coming in with six other
new players, Bronston found it
difficult to learn coach
Greene's system. "It was hard
on all of us at first, especially
me. I had to show the. coach
what l could do," Bronston
said.
Bronston has shown Greene
what he can do. He scored his
single season high of 16 points
against Austin Peay State
University Jan. 9 and was the
game-high rebounder against
Western Kentucky University,
with eight. He averaged 3.4
points per game to lead the
bench scoring while
averaging 11.6 minutes a
game.
The transition from junior.
college to Division I basketball
was not easy for him. "It is

•.:h more physical here. I
••:uyed small forward and
~·11 1e guard at Lee's and I
wasn't prepared to play
physical basketball , ' '
Bronston said.
,
With tournament play
underway, Bronston said the
team has had to work on some
of their mistakes to prepare for
the tournament.
" I try to talk to the other
players and point out their
weak spots. They point them
out to me. To get ready for the
OVC tournament, I've been
working hard on (Mike) Lahm
and Vada in practice to get
them ready," Bronston said.
Bronston said if the Racers
advance beyond the OVC
tournament, they could
, match-up against other teams.
"We definitely play less
physical, but, I think we can
play with anyone in the
country. I think we proved
against Western that we can
play physical basketball.
Next year, Bronston sees
himself as one of the leaders
for the Racers and a possible
starter. "I am looking forward
to next year. It will be hard to
replace (Craig) Talley and
Martin's scoring and Lahm's
shot blocking. But, we will
have some good people back,"
Bronston said.
Bronston does, however,
understand his limitations. "I
have to work on my defense.
Everything else ia there,"
Bronston said.
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Rifle team sets records
Coming off a record-setting performance the week before,
the rifle team set four new meet records while winning the
overall open competition Feb. 23 at the Kemper Military
Academy in Booneville, Mo.
The team shot a 2,287 out of 2,400 in .22-caliber rifle,
eclipsing the previou8 record of 2,260 held by Eastern
kentucky University since 1978. In air rifle, the team broke
ita own three-year-old record by scoring 1,530 pointB out of a
possible 1,600, easily outdoing the old mark of;J.,500.
Pat Spurgin, Billings, Mont., set an individual record in
small bore, scoring 581 out of a possible 600 and Marianne
Wallace, Downer's Grove, Ill., shot a 386 out of 400 in air rifle
to claim that record.
In the team's Ohio Valley Conference match at .E astern
Kentucky two weeks ago, the team set a new school record in
air rifle, shooting a 1,542 out of a possible 1,600. However, the
team finished third overall.
The rifle team will be competing in the Junior Olympic
Championships Saturday and Sunday, with the winner
going on to the .National level in Colorado Springs, CQlo.,
April 11 to 14. Only shooters from Kentucky can win the
Junior competition, but 30 at-large bids will be given, so
Murray will send 'five members to the 35-member match,
according to Alison Schultz, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Murray will co-host the match with the Jo'ort Campbell
Eagles Rifle and Pistol Club.

SPECIAUZING IN
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AUTO RIPAIRS

CUSTOM PIPE
BENDING

•81!AJ(E SEIMCE

• AUTO M COND.
•SHOCKS

EOONOMY &GUARAN'l&D
MUFFLERS

CALL OR STOP IV FOR A FIIIIISTIIIATI

•l7ss-a•••lz

201 S. 7TH, MUIIMYlllltlfiG ,AIIIIIIt 1'01101
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ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.
ROTC OFFERS Bl-TERM ClftSSES
NO MILITARY OBLIGATION INCURRED BY ENROLLING

Win The
Savings Race At...
RACER
GASOLINE
10TH
MUIItftAV .

8<

C11UTNUT

K&NTUC.I'(Y

Self Service
&
Full Service

4Z071

~

1256
1261
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1272
1273
1274
1275

MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL
MIL

102-04 'MARKSMANSHIP
102-Q9 MARKSMANSHIP
102-12 MARKSMANSHIP
102-13 MARKSMANSHIP
102-14 MARKSMANSHIP
102-15 MARKSMANSHIP
101:.16 MARKSMANSHIP
104-01 BASIC SURVIVAL
104-02 BASIC SURVIVAL
104-03 BASIC SURVIVAL
1~ BASIC SURVIVAL

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

12:30
11:00
2:00
11:30
2:30
8:00
9:30
1:30
2:30
12:30
2:30

MW
TTH
TTH
MW
MW
TTH
MW
MW
MW
TTH
TTH

55230
55230
55230
55230
55230
55230
55230
55207
55207
55207
55207

75~9146

Lowest Prices In Townl

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 762- 3746 OR COME BY
STEWART STADIUM.
LAST DAY TO ENROLL IS 19 MARCH 1985.
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